KS2 Foundation Subject Progression of Skills
Art

Objective

Coverage
Objective

Coverage
Objective
Coverage

NC Objective/Coverage/
British Values

Year 3

Year 4

to create sketch books
to record their
observations and use
them to review and
revisit ideas

Children to use sketch
books to plan ideas

Children to use sketch
books to explore
different artists work,
planning ideas to
review.
Ancient Egypt/
Magical Worlds

to improve their
mastery of art and
design techniques,
including drawing,
painting and sculpture
with a range of
materials [for example,
pencil, charcoal, paint,
clay]
about great artists,
architects and
designers in history

Africa

Traction Man!

Romans ‘Swords,
Shields and Sandals’
Around the world in 80
days

Year 5

Year 6

Tudors

Raging Rivers and
Magnificent Mountains

An Alien Visitor (Earth
and our Solar System)

Raging Rivers and
Magnificent Mountains
Back to the Future

Geography

Objective

NC Objective/Coverage/
British Values
Children use maps, atlases,
globes and digital/computer
mapping to locate countries
and describe features
studied.

Coverage
Objective

Children use the eight points
of a compass, four and sixfigure grid references,
symbols and key (including
the use of Ordnance Survey
maps) to build their
knowledge of the United
Kingdom and the wider world

Coverage
Objective

Children use fieldwork to

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Children can use various
maps to locate a
continent and identify
countries within that
continent. (Looking at
major cities as well)

Children can use
atlases and globes to
locate the countries of
Europe, North and
South America and
their major cities.

Children can use
globes, atlases and
digital technology to
locate topographical
features.
They can identify
human and physical
features and land use
patterns; and
understand how some
of these things have
change over time.

Africa

Around the World in
80 Days.
Children can use the 8
points of a compass to
guide them to a point.
They can also describe
counties of the wider
world using these
points and positional
language.

Children can use digital
mapping to find
countries of the world,
look at their relational
point and describe key
topographical features.
The children can
identify: Longitude,
Latitude, Equator,
Northern and Southern
Hemisphere, Tropics,
Arctic and Antarctic
circles, the
Prime/Greenwich
Meridian time zones.
The Rainforest

Children are able to
identify the countries of
the United Kingdom.
They are also able to
place themselves (In
Littlehampton) and have
a good awareness of
neighbouring towns and
closest cities.
Victorians
Children to be able to

Around the World in
80 Days
Children to be able to

Children can use four
and six figure grid
references to locate
and describe various
points of a particular
area of study.

The Rainforest
Children to observe

Raging Rivers and
Magnificent Mountains.
Children can use and
have knowledge of
Ordnance Survey maps
including their
features and be able to
create their own for a
particular area.

Raging Rivers and
Magnificent Mountains
Children to compare

observe, measure, record and
present the human and
physical features in the local
area using a range of
methods, including sketch
maps, plans and graphs, and
digital technologies.

Coverage

observe and record
human and physical
features (Including
climate, rivers,
settlements and land
use) in the local area by
using sketch maps, plans
and graphs.

observe, measure and
record human and
physical features (INC
biomes, vegetation
belts, volcanoes,
earthquakes and the
distribution of natural
resources.) using a
range of methods.

Africa

Around the World in
80 Days

and measure physical
and human features of
the local area using
fieldwork as a primary
resource as well as
sketch maps, plans,
graphs and digital
technologies.
The children are able
to compare the human
and physical geography
of the UK with North
or South America.
The Rainforest

the human and physical
features of the local
area with a European
country using
information gathered
from fieldwork and
from plans, graphs and
digital technologies.

Raging River and
Magnificent mountains

History
NC Objective/Coverage/
British Values

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Children are able to
place the period they
are studying on a
timeline.

Children know what
was before and after
the time period they
are studying.
Children understand BC
and AD.

Vikings

Celts and Romans

Children have an
understanding of how
where something is on
a timeline effects what
people’s lives would
have been like E.g.
discoveries,
government, science
etc
Stone age – Iron Age

Children can compare
the way people’s lives
have changed from the
period you are studying
and today.

Children can compare
the way people’s lives
have changed between
different historical
periods.

Children can identify
the reasons why
people’s lives changed:
scientific and
technological advances,
changes in power shift
between religion and
government.

Children can identify
the reasons why
people’s lives changed:
changes in society (civil
rights, women’s rights)

Coverage

The Victorians

Egyptians

Objective

Children make
comparisons between
the lives of the rich and
poor in the time period
they are studying.

Children devise
questions about the
way people’s lives have
changed between
different historical

Tudor – reformation of
the church
Children can pick out
significant individuals
and discoveries from
the period they are
studying and explain

Post-war study of
Britain
Children make
comparisons between
the lives of different
people in the time
period they are

Objective

Coverage

Pupils should continue to
develop a chronologically
secure knowledge and
understanding of British,
local and world history,
establishing clear
narratives within and
across the periods they
study.

Objective
They should note
connections, contrasts
and trends over time and
develop the appropriate
use of historical terms.

Year 6

Children can discuss
narratives across
historical periods,
looking at progress,
trends etc

Post-war study of
Britain

They should regularly
address and sometimes
devise historically valid
questions about change,
cause, similarity and
difference, and
significance.
Coverage

Objective

Coverage

They should construct
informed responses that
involve thoughtful
selection and organisation
of relevant historical
information.

Objective

Coverage

They should understand
how our knowledge of the
past is constructed from
a range of sources.

Children devise simple
questions to compare
this group in their time
period.

periods and our own.

The Victorians

Egyptian

Tudors – Henry VIII
and Queen Elizabeth

Children produce
leaflets and posters to
present information.

Children write nonchronological reports
to present historical
information.

Children write
explanations and
discussions to present
historical information.

The Victorians
Vikings
Children have looked at
artefacts, photos and
pictures from the
period.

Celts and Romans

Stone Age

Children have looked at
artefacts, photos and
firsthand accounts and
evaluated how useful
they are.
Egyptians

Children understand
the different between
primary and secondary
sources and evaluate
how useful they are.
The Tudors

The Victorians

the impact they had.
Children devise
questions about the
impact of these
individuals on their
time period.

studying: different
races, men/women,
sexuality.
Children devise
questions about the
causes of the changes
in the lives of these
groups across history.
Post-war study of
Britain
Ancient Greece
Children choose the
most appropriate
medium to present
historical information,
explaining the reasons
for their choices.
Ancient Greece
Children have an
understanding of
historical bias.

Ancient Greece
Post war study

MFL

Objective

NC Objective/Coverage/
British Values
listen attentively to
spoken language and show
understanding by joining
in and responding

Coverage

Objective

explore the patterns and
sounds of language
through songs and rhymes
and link the spelling,
sound and meaning of
words

Coverage

Objective

Coverage

Objective

Year 3

Listen and respond to
rhymes.

Watch mouth of the
speaker to help with
speaking
Links between sound
sounds and spellings.

speak in sentences, using
familiar vocabulary,
phrases and basic

Follow french story
and join in reading

Join in singing french
songs

Year 5
Listen to a native
speaker and
understand more
complex phrases and
sentences
Join in reading a
french story

Play tradtional games
and sing traditional
songs

Learn and join in
singing a traditonal
song

Recognise some letters
of the alphabet

Identify rhyming
words and make up a
short rhyming poem
Take part in simple
converstation asking
for and giving
directions
Know how to add
expression and
authenticity to a short
dialogue

Year 6
Understand details
including opinions from
spoken passages

Follow a story as it is read
aloud demonstating
understanding
Match sounds to
sentences and paragrpahs

Make links between
sounds and spellings and
recognise some familar
words in written form.
Letter strings oi eu

engage in conversations;
ask and answer questions;
express opinions and
respond to those of
others; seek clarification
and help*

Year 4

Perform in simple
communicative task

Conduct a short
interview in french

Understand and respond
to questions

Ask and answer
questions in french

Participate in short
exchange

Play games
communicating in
french

Take part in
converstations about
dislikes and likes.

Recognise word order may
vary between languages
Initiate and sustain
conversations

Understand the main
points and simple opinions
expressed in a
short,writtem text and
respond by answering true
or false questions
Re-use previsouly learned
language in a new context

Coverage

language structures

Join in reading a story

Conduct a survey in
french

Objective

develop accurate
pronunciation and
intonation so that others
understand when they are
reading aloud or using
familiar words and
phrases*
present ideas and
information orally to a
range of audiences*

Immitate prounciation

Read words aloud with
accurate pronuciation

Notice spellings of
words

Regonise familar
sounds and phrases

Perform actions to a
French song

Present role play
introducing family
members

Coverage

Objective

Use short sentences
to describe the
weather
Recite a short text
with accurate
pronunciation
Make simple sentences
and maniplulate them
by changing an element

read carefully and show
understanding of words,
phrases and simple
writing

Make links between
sounds and spellings and
regonise some familar
words in written form

Coverage

Objective
Coverage
Objective

Coverage

appreciate stories, songs,
poems and rhymes in the
language
broaden their vocabulary
and develop their ability
to understand new words
that are introduced into
familiar written material,
including through using a
dictionary

Enjoy making french
sounds
Listen and respond to a
nursey rhyme
Develop understanding
of customs and
tradtions

Sing a french song with
accurate pronuncation

Perfrom to an audience

Coverage
Objective

Sustain an unrehearsed
conversation for at least
four exchanges
Listen for clues to
meaning – eg tone

Regonise words
classes, nouns, verbs
and adjectives

Indentify the postition
of adjectives in a
sentence

write individual words
or short sentences in
french
Compare traditonal
stories
Play games in french

Learn a tradtion
french carol
Play traditional games

Indentify strategies
for learning new
vocabulary

Extend basic
sentences by using
connectives

Become familar with
layout of dictionary

Integrate new
language into
previously learned
language

Memorise and perform a
verse from a song
Sort words into nouns,
verbs, adjectives and
prepositions

Add two short verses to a
rhyming poem
Play french games
Recognise potential
hazards when using
dictionaries and how
abbreviations can help
Use a dictionary as
appropriate

Objective

write phrases from
memory, and adapt these
to create new sentences,
to express ideas clearly

Coverage

Objective

describe people, places,
things and actions orally*
and in writing

Experiement with
writing

Write simple
sentences

Match sound to written
word

Write simple words
and phrases follwing a
model
know about pets that
are populare in France

Indentify social
conventions at home and
in other cultures

Coverage

Objective

Coverage

Know some major
airports and ports in
France

understand basic
grammar appropriate to
the language being
studied, including (where
relevant): feminine,
masculine and neuter
forms and the conjugation
of high-frequency verbs;
key features and patterns
of the language; how to
apply these, for instance,
to build sentences; and
how these differ from or
are similar to English

Links between some
sounds and spellings

Recognise postitive
and negative
statements in English
and French
Recognise verbs.
Nouns and adjectives

Write short sentnces
substituting
vocabulary in model
sentences
Write two or more
sentences on the
weather
Collect items which
relate to our lifestyle
Investigate french
supermarkets

Understand use of
negatives

Order sentence cards

Contribute to a shared
writing task

Produce own piece of
writing adapting a model
Understand french is
spoken in many countries
across the world
Consider material to be
used in a
presentation/performance
Cultural – food, cllimate,
places of interest,
festivals , songs, dances
and music
Understand that some
nouns for occupations
change their spelling in
relation to gender
Be familar with
abbreviations used in a
dictionary to indentify
nouns, verbs. Adjectives
and adverbs

Music

Objective

Coverage

Objective

Coverage

NC Objective/Coverage/
British Values
play and perform in solo
and ensemble contexts,
using their voices and
playing musical
instruments with
increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and
expression

improvise and compose
music for a range of
purposes using the interrelated dimensions of
music

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Sing songs from memory
with accurate pitch and
in tune.

Sing in tune, breathe
with control, pronounce
words clearly, change
pitch and dynamics.
Sing confidently as a
class
Sustain a rhythmic
ostinato/ drone/
melodic ostinato (riff)
(to accompany singing)
on an instrument
(tempo/ duration/
texture).
Compose and perform
melodies using three or
four notes.

Show control, phrasing
and expression in
singing.
Begin tossing
confidently in small
groups and alone.
Hold part in a round
(pitch/structure)

Sing with expression and
rehearse with others. Sing
confidently as a class, in
small groups and alone.

Compose and perform
melodies using four or
five notes.

Improvise (including call
and response) within a
group using 1 or 2 parts

Improvise within a
group using more than
2 notes.

Use sound to create
abstract effects
(including using ICT).

Make creative use of
the way sounds can be
rolled (including ICT).

Have an awareness of
improvising with the
voice and do this
independently
Use a variety of
different musical
devices including
melody, rhythms and
chords.
Create own songs
(raps- structure).
).

Compose music individually
or in pairs using a range of
stimuli and developing their
musical ideas into a
completed composition.
Improvise on own with
increasing aural memory.

Sing confidently as a
class
Show control in voice
and pronounce the words
in a song clearly
(diction).

Compose and perform
melodies using two or
three notes.

Effectively choose,
Create (dotted)
order, combine and
rhythmic patterns with
control sounds (texture/
awareness of timbre
structure).
and duration
Use musical dimensions together to compose
music.

Sing songs in tune with an
awareness of the other
parts. In rounds, identify
the melodic phrasing and
how they fit together.

Use ICT to change and
manipulate sound.

Compose a short song to
own lyrics based on
everyday phrases.

Identify where to place emphasis and accents in a
song to create effects (duration)

Objective

listen with attention to
detail and recall sounds
with increasing aural
memory

Coverage

Internalise the pulse in
music.

Know the difference
between pulse and
rhythm.
Start to use musical
dimensions vocabulary to
describe music–duration,
timbre, pitch, dynamics,
tempo, texture,
structure.

Objective

use and understand staff
and other musical
notations

Coverage

Objective

Coverage

appreciate and
understand a wide range
of high-quality live and
recorded music drawn
from different traditions

Know number of beats in
a minim, crotchet,
quaver and semibreve
and recognise symbols
(duration).
Play with a sound-thensymbol approach.

Know how pulse stays
the same but rhythm
changes in a piece of
music.
Listen to several layers
of sound (texture) and
talk about the effect
on mood and feelings.
Use more musical
dimensions vocabulary
to describe music–
duration, timbre, pitch,
dynamics, tempo,
texture, structure,
rhythm, metre, riff,
ostinato, melody,
harmony.
Identify cyclic
patterns

Know how pulse,
rhythm and pitch fit
together.

Create dances that reflect
musical features.

Use a range of words
to describe music (eg.
duration, timbre, pitch,
dynamics, tempo,
texture, structure,
beat, rhythm, metre,
silence, riff, ostinato,
melody, harmony,
chord, flat, sharp,
dotted rhythm,
staccato, legato,
crescendo,
diminuendo).

Identify moods and
textures

Read/ work out the
musical stave and the
names of notes within
that stave

Read written notation,
stating the names of notes
and how many beats are
represented.

Describe different
purposes of music in
history/ other cultures.

Combine sounds
expressively (all
dimensions).
Read notes and know
how many beats they
Read notes and know
how many beats they
represent (minim,
crotchet, semibreve,
quaver, dotted
crotchet, rests).
Describe different
purposes of music in
history/ other cultures

Create music with an understanding of how lyrics,
melody, rhythms and accompaniments work together
effectively (pitch/texture/ structure).

Describe different
purposes of music in
history/ other cultures

Describe different
purposes of music in
history/ other cultures

Listen to music from

Listen to and appraise

Compare the music

State preferences in the

Objective

Coverage

and from great composers
and musicians

different periods and
parts of the world.

develop an understanding
of the history of music.

Research the history of
a great composer and
find out about when
they lived and what they
composed

music from different
periods and parts of
the world
Research the history
of a great composer
and find out about
when they lived and
what they composed

from different periods
and cultures
Research the history
of a great composer
and find out about
when they lived and
what they composed

music they have listened to
giving an explanation for
their choices.
Research the history of a
great composer and find
out about when they lived
and what they composed

